The Lima‐Paris Action Agenda
(LPAA)
Briefing on the occasion of ADP 2.10
31th August, 2015 – 4th September, 2015
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LPAA – Events in Paris (1/3)
• A High‐Level Meeting on Climate Action = Action Day (Plenary room in the Blue Zone)
– On Saturday, December 5th, in the blue zone in one of the plenaries
– High‐level participation with key leaders.
– It should shed a light on the leaders of the future world that is emerging
• A serie of LPAA thematic Focuses (in the Blue Zone) that:
– will reflect the major commitments by action area
– should reflect the magnitude of the mobilisation and action
– provide a clear narrative (from science to action)
– will include the mobilisation of the private sector as well as the cities and
subnationals.
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LPAA – Events in Paris (2/3)
‘LPAA Focuses’
12 action areas will be represented in Paris over 2 weeks (1 Dec. – 8 Dec.)
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LPAA – Events in Paris (3/3)
Organizers of ‘LPAA Focuses’
Forest

Peru + Partners

1st, December, 2015 – Morning

Agriculture

France + FAO

1st, December, 2015 – Afternoon

Resilience

Peru + Partners

2nd, December, 2015

Transport
3rd, December, 2015 – Morning

PPMC (SloCat + Michelin Challenge Bibendum)

Building

UNEP + WBCSD + WGBC

3rd, December, 2015 – Afternoon

Private Finance

France + UNSG

4th, December, 2015 – Morning

Short‐Lived Climate Pollutants

CCAC

4th, December, 2015 – Afternoon

Action Day

France + LPAA Partners

5th, December, 2015

Renewable Energy

IRENA

7th, December, 2015 – Morning

Energy Efficiency

SE4All

7th, December, 2015 – Afternoon

Cities and Subnationals

France + UNSG (tbc)

8th, December, 2015 – Morning

Business

Caring for Climate + others

8th, December, 2015 – Lunch

Innovation

IEA + other partners (CTCN)?

8th, December, 2015 – Afternoon
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Other partners will be included in the future.

LPAA – Join the LPAA (1/5)
How to join?

States : States are engaging by…
 Joining or partnering with initiatives, either to get some
support for accelerated domestic action or to bring national
expertise and assistance
 Encouraging domestic non state actors to take individual
commitments or join networks and existing initiatives,
 Launching new initiatives.
 Working with sub‐national actors in a vertically integrated
approach
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LPAA – Join the LPAA (2/5)
How to join?

Sub‐national actors : Sub‐national actors are
engaging by…
 Committing to GHG reductions, climate planning, climate
resilience or taking sectoral commitments;
 Joining large‐scale cooperative and multi‐stakeholder
initiatives;
 Setting up new partnerships;
 Working with States in a vertically integrated approach.
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LPAA – Join the LPAA (3/5)
How to join?

Civil society – IIPP – Youth…: Civil society is
engaging by…
 Committing to GHG reductions, enhance climate resilience;
 Joining large‐scale cooperative and multi‐stakeholder
initiatives;
 Setting up new partnerships;
 Working with States in an integrated approach.
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LPAA – Join the LPAA (4/5)
How to join?
Businesses : Businesses are engaging by…
 Committing to industry or sector wide collaboration and plans.
‐ Greening their manufacturing, production and/or supply chains;
‐ Large‐scale cooperative and multi‐stakeholder initiatives;
‐ Defining sectoral 2050 roadmap
 Taking individual corporate commitments that will increase
efficiency, reduce GHG emissions or increase resilience; and mainstream
climate change in their strategies and governance;
 Actively supporting the implementation of internal and public policies
for combating climate change and developing low‐carbon economies.
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LPAA – Join the LPAA (5/5)
Criteria
There are several criteria for an initiative to be included in the LPAA. It
must:
• Be cooperative, be inclusive, open and regionally balance.
• Be ambitious: short and long term quantifiable targets –
transformative actions guided by a 2°C and resilient pathway.
• Be science based: Address a concrete impact of climate change
mitigation or adaptation issues to get us on a resilient and below 2°C
pathway.
• Have the capacity to deliver. Ability to directly deliver and implement
commitments.
• Showcase implementation of existing commitments (sufficient level of
maturity in Paris)
• Follow‐up and report. Ready to report on implementation.
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Communication and Mobilization for Paris (1/3)
LPAA potential announcements
What?
Progress and
new commitments
of existing initiatives
(New York Summit 2014)

Announcements on
the way forward
to accelerate action

New coalitions
and individual
commitments

Communication and Mobilization for Paris (2/3)
Implementation
How ?
‐ International media coverage : TV and press journalists from around the world
‐ Great mobilization of the social networks
‐ Empowerment of the LPAA Focus’ leaders to communicate through an agreed
communication plan

When ?
‐ During the ‘LPAA sequence’ (Thematic Focuses + Action Day) – 30th November to 8th
December
‐ From now and after the COP21, commitments should be displayed on NAZCA/ LPAA
website.

Communication and mobilization for Paris (3/3)
The LPAA/NAZCA website
NAZCA = Non‐State Actor Zone for Climate Action:

LPAA pages:

Launched in Lima, the NAZCA portal aims at highlighting
the scale of individual commitments by non‐State actors
and cooperative action involving both state and non state
actors.

Provides information on the LPAA along the year and in Paris and
further details to showcase LPAA labelled initiatives.
The registered initiatives are assessed according to criteria of the
LPAA.

The platform collects, showcases and tracks progress.
The website is under construction and will be released in the
coming weeks.

NAZCA displays the stakeholders commitments uploaded
from data partners.
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LPAA – Lessons learned and way forward
•

High‐level leadership of the process is needed,

•

A dedicated support team is essential: to track, coordinate, trigger, engage,
and support initiatives.

•

Clearly established governance – it may take 1‐3 years for initiatives to ramp‐
up and deliver. Useful to have had the 4 Partners to ensure complementary
perspectives and roles.

•

General principles and minimum scrutiny are necessary to ensure robustness
and credibility to the process.


How to keep the dynamic after Paris?



How could the technical examination process of the Workstream 2
harvest the energy of the LPAA to improve its work after Paris?
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Thank you !
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